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KUWAIT: Ardeidae family birds flock at a beach in Kuwait City yesterday. —KUNA
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News in brief

Municipal Council closed
due to COVID-19 outbreak

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Municipal Council yesterday sus-
pended its work for three days after nearly 130 employ-
ees, or 95 percent of its staff, tested positive for COVID-
19. The council will reopen on Sunday while employees
must present a negative PCR test result taken not more
than 48 hours beforehand. Earlier yesterday, the council
approved a proposal to establish a new airport in the
northern area of the country.

Legal action against Gulf
artists for breaking protocol 

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Ministry of Health announced yes-
terday taking legal action against two Gulf artists and
their companions who failed to follow the proper proto-
col of registering in the Shlonik app and staying in quar-
antine after arriving in Kuwait.

Ministry restores power
in several Hawally areas 

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Electricity and Water
announced restoring power in several areas of Hawally
Governorate after technicians successfully reconnected
the main transformer in South Surra, which had gone out
of service yesterday morning.

Kuwait commends
UN announcement

KUWAIT: Kuwait commended yesterday the UN
announcement of a dialogue amongst Sundanese parties
to reach an agreement paving the way for democracy,
peace, and unity in Sudan. A statement for the Foreign
Ministry indicated that the efforts of the UN and the
international organization’s mission in Sudan in this
regard succeeded in bolstering dialogue and political dis-
course amongst all involved parties. The statement con-
cluded with the State of Kuwait voicing continuous sup-
port of Sudan and its people on the quest to achieve
security, development and stability. 

OPEC basket price
rises to $82.14 pb

VIENNA: OPEC daily basket price rose by 34 cents to
$82.14 a barrel Friday compared with $80.80 pb the
previous day, the cartel said yesterday. The monthly
average of the OPEC’s basket price for December
amounted to $74.38 pb, while that of November settled
at $80.37 pb, the organization said in its bulletin. This
signaled that the crudes’ basket rate since start of the
year until last week had settled at 79.99 pb. OPEC’s bul-
letin also said the annual rate of the basket, in 2021,
amounted to $69.89 pb. The Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries and its allies, known as
OPEC+, decided on January 4 to proceed with a pro-
duction hike of 400,000 barrels per day (bpd) in com-
ing February. The stakeholders had also agreed to con-
tinue regular follow-up on the global epidemiological
status and change the output if warranted. OPEC+
countries are expected to continue changing the pro-
duction until amending the current level of 5.8 million
bpd. They will re-examine market conditions and per-
formance of the stakeholders at the 25th ministerial
meeting, due to be held virtually on February 2.

Kuwait, pan-Arab cultural
bodies eye closer cooperation
KUWAIT: Kuwait and a pan-Arab and Islamic cultural body are plan-
ning to bolster cooperation through joint endeavors planned for the
near future, the two sides agreed after talks yesterday. The talks
between Kuwait’s National Council for Culture, Arts and Letters
(NCCAL) and the Arab League’s Educational, Cultural and Scientific
Organization (ALESCO) reviewed some of the most “monumental”
events in the local cultural scene, said NCCAL spokesman and deputy
chief Dr Essa Al-Ansari. Acknowledging the achievements the Kuwaiti
body has made over the years, ALESCO chief Dr Salem Al-Malek said
those accomplishments are a “source of pride” for all Gulf Arab citi-
zens, citing the body’s increasingly significant role towards creating a
vibrant cultural scene in Kuwait. Expecting relations to remain on an
upward trajectory, he said the ALESCO delegation are in Kuwait to
visit landmark cultural sites that the country has to offer. 

Separately, the Arab League yesterday said it would employ
unconventional strategies to rid the wider region of illiteracy, on a
day the Arab world has dedicated to this enormous challenge.
Illiteracy has become a thorn in the side of many Arab countries, a
problem that continues to scupper development plans across the
region, the bloc’s chief education and scientific officer Duaa Khalifa
said in a speech to mark the occasion. 

The unprecedented conditions in the region, namely, the COVID
pandemic, has thrown the education sector into disarray, lamented Dr
Ashur Amry, an education official in the Arab League, adding that the
region’s 21 percent illiteracy rate remains unsatisfactory. The pan-
Arab bloc annually holds talks on January 10 to review efforts to fight
illiteracy, seeing the problem as an impediment to regional develop-
ment and prosperity. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Zain invites Kuwait’s architects, design-
ers, and anyone passionate about urban design to
propose their ideas for designing a monument that
reflects Kuwait’s rich culture, history, and identity.
The company is set to cover all costs of building the
monument at the heart of the nation’s capital. 

The invitation comes as part of Zain’s partner-
ship with Al-Asimah Governorate for the renova-
tion project of one of the Capital’s main entrances,
specifically the islet between Abdullah Al-Salem
and Al-Shamiya areas. Last year, Zain (the nation-
al operator) was selected to renovate and main-
tain this entrance, a step that reflected the role of
private sector companies in achieving social sus-
tainability projects in partnership with the public
sector. 

As Zain strongly believes in the talents of the
youth, the company has invited architects, designers,
and anyone passionate about urban design to share
their ideas through zainkuwaitcity.kw.zain.com to
build a monument that reflects Kuwait’s rich history,
culture, and heritage. Zain will select the winning
design based on a number of quality standards, and
will cover the expenses of building the project.

The project is the fruitful result of a joint collab-
oration between the public and private sectors and
will contribute to renovating the capital’s entrance
as a first step into beautifying all of the district’s
areas. Zain will explore the final design of the mon-

ument that it will build in the location by inviting
Kuwait’s creative minds to join and pitch their ideas.
After selecting the most unique proposal, the com-
pany is set to build the monument and renovate the
entire islet. 

Zain’s support to this initiative comes in line with
its core objectives that aim at shouldering the
advancement of the community as a whole on all
levels, where the company reaffirms the principal of
partnership through similar efforts with the aim of
contributing to the further progress of national
goals and serve the country’s developmental efforts.

Terms and Conditions:
l Submissions must be made through

zainkuwaitcity.kw.zain.com. 
l The monument’s design must reflect Kuwait’s

culture, history, and/or identity.

l The design’s size must not exceed 10x10m.
l Applicants must attach a sketch, photo, or

video that clearly showcases all aspects of the
design.

l Applicants may provide the design’s idea only,
and Zain will take care of executing the project.

l In case the winning design’s owner wishes to
execute the project themselves, they must complete
the process within three weeks.

l Zain has the right to accept or refuse any sub-
mitted designs.

l Zain has the right to change any details within
the selected design if needed.

l Zain will cover the expenses of executing the
project based on the winning design, noting that
there are no monetary rewards/compensation for
the winning design’s owner.

l Submissions are open from 10-24 January
2022.

Zain invites Kuwait’s creative minds
to design monument at Capital’s heart

Project to renovate one of Capital’s main entrances

In partnership
with Al-Asimah

Governorate

KUWAIT: A graphic released by Zain yesterday inviting
people who are passionate about design to participate
in the project. 

Scan here to visit the project’s website. 

Eminent Kuwaiti writer digs deep
into Kuwait’s history in new book
KUWAIT: Eminent Kuwaiti writer and
poet Dr Suad Mohammad Al-Sabah has
published a new book entitled ‘The found-
ing of Kuwait during eras of Sabah Al-
Awal (the first ruler 1718-1776) and
Abdullah Al-Awal (the second ruler 1776-
1814)’. Dr Suad sheds light on the period
when the bases for establishing the mod-
ern State of Kuwait were laid, narrating
how some of the ancestors had moved
from Najd, Saudi Arabia, to Kuwait where
they formed a society different from the
Bedouin one in Saudi Arabia and the agri-
cultural community in Iraq. 

She tells the story how the Utub desig-
nated Sheikh Sabah Al-Awal for ruling;
based on shura and consensus, noting that
Kuwait had been born as an independent
entity, where the rulers practiced govern-
ing without foreign influence. Sheikh
Sabah Al-Awal had shrewdly adopted a
balance policy for dealing with the foreign
powers, ensuring non-interference in the
Kuwaitis’ domestic affairs. 

In the 18th century, her book notes,
Kuwait gained prominence due to political
stability and development of trade. During

this period, several tribes moved to settle
in it. Trade at those times widely expanded
and the Kuwaiti traders reached in their
sea endeavors to the coasts of India and
Africa.  —KUNA

Ministry inspectors
bust shop selling
counterfeit goods
KUWAIT: Ministry of Commerce and Industry
inspectors busted a shop that sold counterfeit
goods, including purses and accessories carrying
labels of famous international brands. Inspectors
found labels that shop workers prepared to place
on items and sell them as authentic. The ministry’s
emergency team confiscated the goods and took
legal action against the shop owner, the ministry
said in a statement.


